Predictive skill of complex models is often not uniform in model-state space; in weather forecasting models, for example, the skill of the model can be greater in populated regions of interest than in "remote" regions of the globe. Given a collection of models, a multi-model forecast system using the cross pollination in time approach can be generalised to take advantage of instances where some models produce systematically more accurate forecast of some components of the model-state. This generalisation is stated and then successfully demonstrated in a moderate (∼ 40) dimensional nonlinear dynamical system suggested by Lorenz.
Introduction
Nonlinear dynamical systems are frequently used to model physical processes such as fluid dynamics and weather. Uncertainty in the observations makes identification of the exact state impossible for a chaotic nonlinear system, which calls for forecast based on an ensemble of initial conditions to reflect the inescapable uncertainty in the observations by capturing the sensitivity of each particular forecast. In general, when forecasting real systems, for example the Earth's atmosphere as in weather forecasting, there is no reason to believe that a perfect model exists. Generally the model class from which the particular model equations are drawn does not contain a process that is able to generate trajectories consistent with the data. In order to take into account both the structural model error and uncertainties in initial conditions, the multimodel and ensemble techniques can be combined to a new approach, known as the multi-model ensemble concept (see [11, 16] ). In recent years, multi-model ensembles have become popular tools to investigate and account for shortcomings due to structural model error in weather and climate simulation-based predictions on time scales from days to seasons and centuries ( [14, 16, 26, 27] ). While there have been some results suggesting that the multi-model ensemble forecasts outperform the single model forecasts in an RMS sense, for example [14, 27] , Smith, et al. [22] 
Problem description
Outside those problems defined within pure mathematics, there is arguably no perfect model for problems including a physical dynamical system [13, 23] evolving smoothly in time. One hypotheses a nonlinear system with state space Rm, the evolution operator of the system isF (i.e.x(t + 1) =F (x(t)) wherex(t) ∈ Rm is the state of the system).F ,x, andm are unknown.
It is often useful to speak as if such a system existed, regardless of whether or not one actually does exist. An observation of the system state at time t is defined by s(t) =h(x(t)) + η(t) where s(t) ∈ O,h is the observation operator that projects the system state onto observation space and η(t) represents the observational noise. What is in hand are M models each of which approximates the system, with the form x(t + 1; i) = F i (x(t; i)), i = 1, . . . , M , where x(t; i) ∈ R m(i) , R m(i) is the model-state space corresponding to the i th model F i . In practice, model-state space usually differs from observation space, and it is likely that different models define different model-state space. The model states can be projected into the observation space via an observation operator
The simplest reaction to have M models, each of which provides N-member ensemble forecast, might be to identify the best, discard others. If the models are of comparable quality 1 , then it is likely that different models will tend to do better in different regions of state space (weather models for example, on different geographical locations or different synoptic conditions), due to variations in the particular processes that are important locally. 2 1 or even in the case some models are inferior on average but competing on occasion. 2 In practice, there is rarely enough data to identify which one will be the best on a given data [12] , and a reasonable alternative is to compute M , N-member ensembles, one ensemble under each model and treat each ensemble equally.
Consider each model producing an N-member ensemble forecasts by iterating an N-member initial condition ensemble forward. In practice, such multi-model forecast system is verified using the future observations. The goal here in this paper is to introduce new multi-model ensemble forecast system (in time) to improve 3 forecast of the future states.
The Model Output Statistics (MOS) has a long and successful history of statistically processing single model ensemble forecasts (see [28, 29] and references therein). For multi-model ensemble, statistical approaches have been proposed to combine ensembles of individual model runs to produce a single probabilistic multi-model forecast distribution, mostly based on weighting the models according to some measure of past performance, for example [5, 9, 18] 
Multi-model Cross Pollination in Time I
When the different models have independent structural shortcomings, then cross-pollinating trajectories between models to obtain truly multi-model trajectories can allow the ensemble of trajectories to explore important regions of state space the individual models just can't reach.
Smith [21] introduced the Cross Pollination in Time (hereafter CPT I) approach exploiting the assumption that all the models share the same model-state space 4 . Let ∆t be the observation time where every ∆t time step an observation is recorded. For simplicity, at every observation time all 3 The improvement is quantified by the information in probabilistic forecasts reflected in − log 2 (p(Y )) (see [8] and Section 5). 4 or there are known one-to-one maps which link their individual state space, given all the models are iterated discretely.
the models provide their model outputs 5 . Let τ be the cross pollination time that every τ a cross pollination is taken place. Given M N-member ensembles of trajectories made under each model, firstly consider the ensembles of states at t = τ as one large ensemble of N × M states in a modelstate space. Secondly using some pruning scheme to reduce this large ensemble to N-member states in order to maintain a manageable ensemble size. While the optimal pruning scheme is still an object of research, the simple approach [21] of identifying nearest pair of states, and then deleting the one member from this pair of two states with the smallest second nearest neighbor distance, has been found to more effective than random selection in some simple examples. 6 In this paper, a pruning scheme based on the local forecast performance (see Section 5) is adopted to serve the purpose of demonstrating the use of proposed CPT II approach. Thirdly use these N states as initial conditions and propagate them forward under each of the M models to produce M N-member ensembles of trajectory segments until the next cross pollination time 2τ . Repeat these three steps until the forecast time of interest is reached, and then interpret the ensemble [4] .
Inasmuch as the CPT I ensemble scheme contains implicitly all trajectories of each of its constituent models, the dynamical information of each individual model is explored and integrated.
In practice, however, the assumptions of this approach are less likely to hold: different models usually define different model-state space, and the one-to-one maps, which link different modelstate space, may not exist for example in weather forecasting. More relevant for the work below, however, is that CPT I traditionally considers the entire model state, without regarding for the fact that some models might forecast some components with greater skill. Each trajectory segment under CPT I is a trajectory of one of the M models, the cross pollination is of trajectory segments; CPT II aims to use the information in these model dynamics more effectively. Another shortcoming of CPT I is that for each model the initial conditions produced by other models are unlikely to be consistent with that model's dynamics or be efficient and quality samples of initial conditions for that model as iterating those initial conditions under the model for a short period like τ may lead them to the model attractor. The CPT II approach introduced in the next section frees one from the assumptions and overcomes such shortcomings. 5 Note it is often the case that the model iteration(simulation) step is much smaller than the observation time, different models may have different iteration step and produce outputs with different time frequency. 6 Note that the aim pruning is quite different than that of resampling from an estimated PDF [2] . 
where t 0 is the initial time and x(t + ∆t; i) = F ∆t i (x(t; i)). For M models and each produces N-member ensemble, it forms one large ensemble of M × N orbits X(i, j), i = 1, . . . , M and j = 1, . . . , N in the observation space. There are various statistical processing approaches to combine the multi-model ensemble of sequence states in the observation space, for example traditional MOS approach. And in order to maintain a manageable ensemble size, one may prune this large ensemble back into N sequences of states using some pruning scheme (the pruning scheme used in this paper is described in the following section), that is:
Y is the combined output of ensemble sequence states in the observation space, Y(j) ≡ {y(t 0 ; j), y(t 0 + ∆t; j), . . . , y(t 0 + τ ; j)} where y(t; j) ∈ O.
(ii) Data assimilation of locally preferred ensemble signals Given N sequences of states in the observation space, {Y (1) 
Z(i, j) is the j th sequence of model states in the i th model state space, Z(i, j) ≡ {z(t 0 ; i; j), z(t 0 + ∆t; i; j), . . . , z(t 0 + τ ; i; j)} where z(t; i; j) ∈ R m(i) .
It is not necessary for each model to apply the same data assimilation scheme (in practice, it is likely that each model has its own data assimilation scheme), using existing data assimilation schemes would clearly avoid extra cost of implementing the CPT II approach. It is, however, noted that applying data assimilation here is crucial in order to extract dynamical information from the model. It is desirable to use nonlinear data assimilation scheme which accounts for structural model error, for example Pseudo-orbit Data Assimilation (see Du and Smith [6, 7] ), a brief description is given in the Appendix A. As the model is not perfect, the data assimilation scheme used here is not aiming to obtain model trajectories, but pseudo-orbits [7] . Projecting the end component of the model pseudo-orbits, obtained from the data assimilation, into the observation space would provide N × M forecast states at t = t 0 + τ .
(iii) Iterate new model states (from ii) forward
Consider the end component of Z(i, j), z(t 0 + τ ; i; j), as initial condition for the i th model and j th member and iterate forward using the i th model until the next cross pollination time t 0 + 2τ , which produces an ensemble of model trajectory segments, from time t 0 + τ to t 0 + 2τ .
Repeat (i),(ii) and (iii) to provide forecast states at t = t 0 + 2τ and so on to provide forecasts at t = t 0 + kτ , k = 3, 4, ....
Cross Pollination in Time [21] differs fundamentally from other "forecast assimilation" techniques. Stephenson et al. [25] for example introduced a novel approach to forecast assimilation which generalizes earlier calibration methods including model output statistics (see [30] ). This approach provides a map from the space of model simulations to the space of observations. In general any map from the model-state space to the target observable space which uses (only) information available at the time the forecast simulations were launch is admissible. Brocker and
Smith [4] discuss other approaches to ensemble interpretations. None of these papers, however, enable the feedback of forecast-simulation information into the dynamics of the forecast itself.
CPT II does precisely this.
Experiments based on Lorenz96
A system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations (Lorenz96 System) was introduced by
Lorenz [15] . For the system containing n variables x 1 , ..., x n with cyclic boundary conditions (where x n+1 = x 1 ), the equations are
The system is supposed to represent a one-dimensional atmosphere; the n variables x 1 , ..., x n are to be identified with the values of some unspecified scalar atmospheric quantity at n equally spaced points about a latitude circle which is called grid points, even though the "grid" is onedimensional. [15] F is a positive constant, it is also found [15] that as long as n > 12, chaos is found when F > 5.
The true system (hereafter, system) used in the following experiments, contains 40 variables, Both the system and the model are defined using a standard fourth-order Runge-Kutta numerical simulation. The simulation time step is 0.01 time unit and the model time step ∆t is 0.05, that is each model time step is conducted by 5 steps of the fourth-order Runge-Kutta integrator. Observations s(t) ∈ R 40 are generated by the system plus IID Gaussian noise, N (0, σ 2 N oise ), σ N oise = 0.2, at every system time step (0.05 time unit). 7 The cross pollination time τ = 0.4 indicates 2 days 8 . 7 In this setting, the model state space, system state space and the observation space are identical, although the proposed CPT II is not constrained to operate in this ideal setting.
8 Assuming 1 time unit is equal to 5 days, the doubling time of the Lorenz96 system roughly matches the For a forecast initial time t 0 , a simple inverse noise method (adding draws from the inverse of the observational noise to the observation) is adopted to generate a 9-member initial condition ensemble for all the models, IC(t 0 ) ≡ {x(t 0 , j) ∈ R 40 , j = 1, ..., 9}. Iterate the initial condition ensemble forward under each of the four models until time t 0 + τ . For each model this gives an ensemble of model trajectories, for example for model I: {X (I, 1) , . . . , X(I, 9)} where X(I, j) ≡ {x(t 0 ; I; j), x(t 0 + ∆t; I; j), . . . , x(t 0 + τ ; I; j)}, x(t + ∆t; I; j) = F ∆t I (x(t; I; j)) and x(t; I; j) ≡ {x 1 (t; I, j), x 2 (t; I, j), . . . , x 40 (t; I, j)} ∈ R 40 .
For each model, a large set of forecasts is collected by repeating the above experiments for 4096 different initial states. Consider half of the set as training set to fit parameter values and the other half as test set for evaluation. To assess each model's forecasts at various lead time, the forecast ensemble is translated into predictive distribution function by kernel dressing and blending with climatological distribution (for a full description see [4] , and Appendix B).
The forecast performance is evaluated with IJ Goods logarithmic score (Ignorance score; [8, 19] ). The Ignorance score is the only proper local score for continuous variables [1, 3, 17] . Although there are other nonlocal proper scores, the authors prefer using ignorance as in addition it has a clear interpretation in terms of information theory which can be easily communicated in terms of effective interest returns [10] . 9 Ignorance is defined by:
where Y is the outcome and p(Y ) is the probability of the outcome Y . In practice, given K forecast-outcome pairs {(p i , Y i ) | i = 1, . . . , K}, the empirical average Ignorance score of a forecast system is then A simple pruning algorithm is adopted to maintain a manageable ensemble size, which prunes four model (9-member) ensemble forecast trajectories into 9 sequences of states (see Equation (1)): Define the pruned ensemble orbits to be {Y (1), . . . , Y(9)} where Y(j) ≡ {y(t 0 ; j), y(t 0 + ∆t; j), . . . , y(t 0 + τ ; j)} and y(t; j) ≡ {y 1 (t; j), y 2 (t; j), . . . , y 40 (t; j)} ∈ R 40 . Assign the value of x i (t, B, j) to y i (t; j), where B is historically the local best model among (I, II, III, IV) that produce best (Ignorance) forecasts at lead time τ for dimension location i. To demonstrate the use of CPT II approach, the outputs from pure model approach are compared with the results from CPT II approach at lead time τ , 2τ and 3τ . Note that both the outputs from pure model runs and those from CPT II approach at any lead time t are multimodel ensemble. The multi-model ensemble is interpreted by combining the forecast distributions, generated from ensembles of individual model outputs to produce a single probabilistic multimodel forecast distribution for evaluation. A linearly weighted approach is adopted to combine the single model forecast distribution (for a full description see [12] , and Appendix C). In this paper, CPT II exploits the sophisticated PDA data assimilation scheme [6, 7] to allow selective inclusion of locations (state space components) in the forecast simulation of each model. Doing so allows CPT forecast system to general forecasts with support beyond that of with simple model forecast systems or traditional multi-model forecast systems. As demonstrated above, it is possible that this approach increases forecast skill.
Conclusion
Suppose for a moment one has two models which simulate supply and demand, given the current By contract, the state of a modern weather model consists of (more than) tens of millions of components, and no two operational models actually share the same model-state space. CPT II overcomes this challenge by using a data assimilation designed to start with a pseudo-orbit, and an initial pseudo-orbit extracted from the initial simulation trajectory of each model. This approach yields probabilistic forecasts more skillful than traditional approaches, even when the ensemble size of the traditional approach is increased by a factor of four. As noted above, challenges remain in deploying and interpreting CPT II forecast systems; this concrete example of success is intended to motivate exploration of more realistic cases.
APPENDIX

A Pseudo-orbit Data Assimilation
A brief description of the PDA approach is given in the following paragraphs (for more details, see Du and Smith [6, 7] ).
Let the dimension of the model-state space be m and the number of observation times in the assimilation window be n (for experiments presented in this paper, n = τ ∆t ). A pseudoorbit, U ≡ {u −n+1 , ..., u −1 , u 0 }, to is a point in the m × n dimensional sequence space for which u t+1 = F (u t ) for any component of U. Define the component of the mismatch of a pseudo-orbit U at time t to be e t =| F (u t ) − u t+1 |, t = −n + 1, ..., −1 and the mismatch cost function to be
The Pseudo-orbit Data Assimilation minimizes the mismatch cost function for U in the m × n dimensional sequence space via gradient descent (GD) minimization algorithm. For CPT II, such minimization is initialized with the combined model output of sequence states in the observation space, Y(j) in Equation (1) and (2) . An important advantage of PDA is that the minimization is done in the sequence space: information from across the assimilation window is used simultaneously.
The pseudo-orbit U is updated on every iteration of the GD minimization. Let the result of the GD minimization be α U where α indicates algorithmic time in GD. Due to the model imperfection, the minimization is applied with a stopping criteria in order to obtain more consistent pseudoorbits [7] as the mismatches reflect the point-wise model error, which is known to exist when the model is imperfect. In the experiments presented in this paper the stopping criteria targeted forecast performance at lead time τ , 2τ and 3τ .
B Ensemble Interpretation
An ensemble of simulations is transformed into a probabilistic distribution function by a combination of kernel dressing and blending with climatological distribution (see [4] ). An N -member ensemble at time t is given as
, where x i t is the ith ensemble member. For simplicity, all ensemble members under a model are treated as exchangeable. Kernel dressing defines the model-based component of the density as:
where y is a random variable corresponding to the density function p and K is the kernel, taken here to be
Thus each ensemble member contributes a Gaussian kernel centred at x i − µ. Here µ is an offset, which accounts for any systematic "bias". For a Gaussian kernel, the kernel width σ is simply the standard deviation.
For any finite ensemble, there remains the chance of ∼ 2 N that the outcome lies outside the range of the ensemble even when the outcome is selected from the same distribution as the ensemble itself. Given the nonlinearity of the model, such outcomes can be very far outside the range of the ensemble members. In addition to N being finite, in practice, of course, the simulations are not drawn from the same distribution as the outcome as the ensemble simulation system is not perfect. To improve the skill of the probabilistic forecasts, the kernel dressed ensemble may be blended with an estimate of the climatological distribution of the system (see [4] for more details, [20] for an alternative kernels and [17] 
where p m is the density function generated by dressing the model ensemble and p c is the estimate of climatological density. The blending parameter α determines how much weight is placed in the model. Specifying the three values (the offset µ, the kernel width σ, and the blended parameter α) defines the forecast distribution. These parameters are fitted simultaneously by optimising the empirical Ignorance score in the training set.
C Weighting Multi-model Ensemble
There are many ways in which forecast distributions, generated from ensembles of individual model runs can be combined to produce a single probabilistic multi-model forecast distribution.
One approach may be to assign equal weight to each model and simply sum the distributions generated from each model to obtain a single probabilistic distribution (see [9] ). In general, different forecast models do not provide equal amounts of information, one may want to weight the models according to some measure of past performance, see for example [5, 18] . The combined multi-model forecast is the weighted linear sum of the constituent distributions,
where the p i is the forecast distribution from model i and ω i its weight, with i ω i = 1. The weighting parameters may be chosen by minimizing the Ignorance score for example, although fitting ω i in this way can be costly and is typically complicated by different models sharing information. And, of course, the weights of individual models are expected to vary as a function of lead time.
To avoid ill fitting model weights a simple iterative method to combine models is adopted instead of fitting all the weights simultaneously. For each lead time, the best (in terms of Ignorance)
model is first combined with the second best model to form a combined forecast distribution (by assign weights to both models). The combined forecast distribution is then combined with the third best model to update the combined forecast distribution. Repeat this process until the worst model is included.
